Like many nonprofits and arts organizations across the nation, the Crocker Art Museum was hard hit by the devastating impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic. As local and regional cases surged to new heights in late 2020 and early 2021, the health and well-being of our members and visitors continued to be our top priority, and the Crocker developed new and innovative ways to engage with our community and serve those who rely on the Museum for arts education and enrichment every year.

With the support of members and donors like you, the Crocker produced dozens of virtual and in-person programs once we were able to reopen to the public, serving thousands of members and visitors last year. The Crocker’s permanent collection grew by 589 artworks, as we continued to diversify our offerings of works by women, BIPOC, and LGBTQ artists, and exhibition highlights include Todd Schorr: Atomic Cocktail; Legends from Los Angeles: Betye, Lezley, and Alison Saar in the Crocker Collection; Country, City, and Sea: Dutch Romantic and Hague School Paintings from the Beekhuis Gift; Scheherazade and Her Sisters: Real and Imagined Gilded Age Women from the Dijkstra Collection; and Spirit Lines: Helen Hardin Etchings among others. We even celebrated Wayne Thiebaud’s 100th birthday
with the opening of the Wayne Thiebaud 100: Paintings, Prints, and Drawings exhibition and a virtual birthday party with over 600 members in attendance.

This is only a small glimpse of the impact the Crocker made last year thanks to your support. The following Annual Report summarizes the last fiscal year (July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021) and highlights the greater impact we made both online and in-person, and how we engaged youth, families, adults, and seniors in our community through the Crocker’s programs, collections, and exhibitions.

Thank you to the thousands of members and donors who stepped up and supported the Crocker throughout the year with their memberships, annual fund donations, sponsorships, gifts of art, and contributions to the Museum’s endowment. Your generosity helped make this possible.

With gratitude,

Chelsea Larson
Director of Development
Although the Museum remained closed to the public for the majority of the 2020–21 year, our engagement with art and the community never stopped.

New programs like The (Un)Expected City Film Series, a collaborative, three-day film series, produced in collaboration with CSU Sacramento Assistant Professor and film curator Dan Janos. This experimental screening featured narratives from a diverse group of local filmmakers and explored the city through four themes – politics and activism in the City of Trees; portraits of locals who make up this diverse city; the volatility of the environment; and the evolution of the City through the eyes of the people who shape it. A community-wide collaborative effort, The (Un)Expected City was supported by the Center for Sacramento History and the Office of Arts and Culture and Sacramento Film + Media.

5 virtual community outreach events with local organizations such as 916Ink and Effie Yeaw reaching 295 households.
47 public programs serving 1,594 households.

11 Official Rogue Book Club meetings, discussing novels inspired by the exhibitions on view, such as *Optic Nerve*, *An Object of Beauty*, *Hitting a Straight Lick with a Crooked Stick*, and more.

*Zora Neale Hurston: Hitting a Straight Lick with a Crooked Stick*, 2020, by Andres Lira

*Primero, Sueño (still)*, 2020, by Andres Lira
589 works acquired for the Crocker’s permanent collection, including art by Marten Ryckaert, Alson Skinner Clark, and Thornton Dial.

26 member-only activities for the Museum’s 10,081 member households; activities centered on 7 exhibitions and included 4 virtual exhibition previews, 8 member-only days, and 14 Director’s Circle virtual happy hours.

12 exhibitions opened, 3 of which were through the Museum’s Student and Community Exhibition program.
33,370 in-person visitors

1.1 million of page views of crockerart.org from 320,000 viewers, and the launch of several virtual programs, including Gallery Bytes, as well as the launch of the online Museum store.

51 studio art classes taught by 17 local artists for 477 attendees — all by Zoom!
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Albert Wong

TRIBUTE GIFTS

In memory of Dr. James Affleck
Marilyn and Russell van Loben Sels

In honor of Albert Alexander, Jr.
Mary Hanson

In memory of Dominic Anders
Diane Butler

In memory of Dolores Barandas
Claudia D. Coleman

In memory of John Brooks
Peggy Fox Ingram and Jack Ingram

In honor of Susie Burton
Jamie Khan and George Steffes

In honor of Kristiana Butler
Megan Viduya

In memory of Iris Feuerwerk Byers
Jay Byers

In memory of Barbara Campbell
Trudy Larrieu and Edmond Larrieu
Mary Anne Schendzelos

In memory of Katherine Clare “K.C.” Coberly
Ellen Koslow

In memory of Kari Coburn
Adam Coburn

In honor of the Crocker Art Museum Development Team
Rob and Sandy Larson

In honor of the Crocker Art Museum Docents
Susanne Garfield-Jones

In memory of E.B. and Margaret Crocker
Gary and KO Kurutz

In memory of Ray DeForest
Tom and Joy Elson

In memory of Judy Fratus
Adrienne Harris and John Russell

In memory of Laverne Frith
Rhony Bhopla

In memory of Angela Gann
Sylvia Fitzgerald, ISA AM
Joan and Richard F. Gann
Mary and Kaveh Ghaemian
Renate Gyuro
Alicia Ivancovich
Judy Payne Sirois

In memory of Desiree Coffin Garcia
Neato Antonelli
Sandi and Bill Brown
Ann and John Burke
Marlene Cuzzo
Lenny Dingwell
Keiko K. Duax
Jill Gram
Pam Smith
DeLee Spurgeon
Yolanda Willis

In memory of Rosalie M. Gau
Peggy Fox Ingram and Jack Ingram

In honor of Ross Glen
Kathleen Glen

In memory of Anna Glenn
Adrienne and Jim Millbradt

In honor of Sara Gorrell
Marge and Joe Dobrowolski

In honor of Jack Gouge
Charles Hagaman

In memory of August Robert Grahn
Betty Ketelle

In memory of George Grem, Sr.
Peggy Fox Ingram and Jack Ingram

In memory of John Grubic
Carol E. Gardner

In memory of Alice Hammel
JoAnne Silber

In memory of Rick Herman
Michael Stevens and Suzanne Adan

In memory of L. Carol
Dahnke Ishikawa
Donald Ishikawa

In honor of Ms. Jennie and Starglow Playschool
Warren and Michelle Taylor

In honor of Lial A. Jones
Amanda Johnson
Bridget J. Keane

In memory of Kevin Francis Keane
Ellen M. Thielman

In memory of Gregory Kondos
Ted and Melza Barr
Judi and Paul K. Fong
Augustus B. Morr
Michael Stevens and Suzanne Adan
Sandra and Franklin Yee

In memory of John J. Krizman
Joanie M. Krizman

In memory of Robert Levine
Kevin and Carol Hall

In memory of Florence Lewis
Mitchell and Teri Ostwald

In memory of Norm Lien
Elaine Betschart
Brenda and Fritz Brown
Susie and Jim Burton
Jane and Jerry Butterfield
Sally and Edward Clifford
Coastal Barrier Island Foundation
Cecilia Delury and H. Vince Jacobs
Art and Kathryn Dublin
Sandra and Steven Felderstein
Marcy Friedman and Paul Kaufmann
Dr. M.J. Hamilton and David Reed
Marijane and Dean Jacobs
Gary T. Johns and John D. Schneider
Shelia and Charles Mathews
Kathy and Larry O’Connor
Pete Pierson
Lindy Richardson
Shirlee and Steve Serafin
Simmons Clark Giving Fund
Mary Lou Stone
Leslie and David Swartz
Mary Alice and John Wallis
Marjorie Witt

In memory of Enlow Ose
Peggy Fox Ingram and Kenneth B. Noack, Sr.
In memory of
John and Helene Skratt
In memory of Irene Najduk
Sandra Vickrey and
In memory of Burnett Miller
Sandra Vickrey and John Vickery

In memory of Irene Najduk
John and Helene Skratt

In memory of
Kenneth B. Noack, Sr.
Peggy Fox Ingram and Jack Ingram

In memory of Enlow Ose
Tania Durzan

Mable R. Moffat
Estelle G. Saltzman

In memory of
Kristian Otto
Willey Creek Co., LLC

In honor of
Lorena Plasencia
Fit for Girls

In memory of
Don Poole
Janet Poole

In memory of
Mel and Leta Ramos
Rochelle Leininger

In memory of
Swapna Ray
Monika Ray and Naveen Aray

In honor of
Sam Reep
Margot Shinnamon Bach and David Bach

In honor of
Randy Sater
David Gibson and William Ishmael

In memory of
Rochelle Schermer
Emily Nahat

In memory of
Sharon Shay
Peggy Fox Ingram and Jack Ingram

In honor of
Stacey Shelnut-Hendrick
Fit for Girls
Marge and Joe Dobrowolski

In memory of
Kathryn “Kitty” Simpson
Suzanne Simpson Arnold
Gail J. Berberian
Sherrill Conterno
Mary S. Darlow
Stefanie Davis
Linda Gibbons
Elaine Van Mil

In memory of
Eugene Sirois
Bernard W. Cody
Sylvia Fitzgerald, ISA AM
Ellie Matranga
Irma C. Moore
Judy Payne Sirois
Paul and Renee Snider

In memory of
Carolyn Slobe
Jean Ransdall Marden

In honor of Wayne Thiebaud
Anna Francis

In honor of Linda and
Ronald Tocherman
Rosemary Kelley

In memory of
George A. Tzikas
Margo Tzikas

In honor of A. J. Watson
Ted Keller

In memory of
Jeffrey W. Wells
Penny Wells

In memory of
Dorothy “Becky” Wheeler
Gary and KD Kurutz

In honor of
S.B. Hadley Wilson
and Chris Huber
Madelyn Harris

GIFTS TO THE
CROCKER NEXT CAMPAIGN

The following donors have made a contribution to the Crocker Next campaign to date (September 15, 2021).

EXTRAORDINARY GIFTS
Mort* and Marcy Friedman
Joyce and Jim Teel

LEADERSHIP GIFTS
Ted and Melza Barr
Claudia Cummings
Mark Friedman and Marjorie Solomon
Friedman
David L. Gibson and William E. Ishmael
Linda Lawrence
Nancy Lawrence
Dorothy and Norm* Lien
Dennis and Nancy* Marks
Pam Saltenberger
The David and Patricia
Schwartz Family Trust
Mary Lou and Ray* Stone
Donald and Denise Timmons
Loet Vanderveen*

MAJOR GIFTS
Rhea* and Daniel Brunner
Susie and Jim Burton
Claudia D. Coleman
Cecilia Delury and
H. Vince Jacobs
Dan and Gwenna Howard
Pat Ingoglia
John and Lynda Jackson
Anne* and Malcolm McHenry
Teresa and Richard Niello, Jr.
Phil and Jana Oates and Family
Janet A. Poole
Robert Scarlett
Judi Smith

SPECIAL GIFTS
Bill Abbott and Tina Thomas
Russell and Elizabeth Austin
Chris Ann Bachtel
Katherine Bardsis-Miry and Bay Miry
Buzz Oates
Development, L.P.
Barbara Jean Campbell
Lynne Cannady and David Ford*
Glen and Lynne Govenor
Jim and Kathleen Deeringer
Barbara and Charlie Demmon
The Donant Foundation
Susan K. Edling
Steven and Sandra Felderstein
Jan Geiger
Barbara and Michael Genovese
Hedy Govenor
Dr. M.J. Hamilton and David Reed
Kristine and Denton Kelley
Pat Mahony and Randy Getz
Val McMichael
Linda and Steven Merskamer
Janet Mohle-Boetani, M.D. and Mark Manasse
Barbara R. and James A. Monroe Family Fund
Gloria Naify
Mitchell and Teri Ostwald
Marlyn and Dean Park
Clifford A. Popejoy and Antonio K. J. Vorster
Estelle G. Saltzman
Randall W. Sater
Glenn and Michelle Sorensen Family
Celestine and Scott Syphax
David Townsend and Sharon Usher
Nikke Van Derheydt-Sosnick
Parker White

SUPPORTING GIFTS
James and Tracy Beckwith,
Five Star Bank
Barry and Candi Brundage
John and Lois Crowe
Phyllis MacAulay Hammer
Christopher and Cheryl Halben
A special thank you to those who made a gift to the Museum’s endowment fund between July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021.

### GIFTS TO THE ENDOWMENT

A special thank you to those who made a gift to the Museum’s endowment fund between July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021.

Alison Carrillo
Thomas Craven and Patricia Wong
Crocker Art Museum Docent Council
David Gibson and William Ishmael
Donna McVeigh and Rebecca Baumann
Fred and Linda Meyers
Mimi and Burnett Miller
Steve and Marcy Mills
Sylvia Navari
Karen Neuwardt
Otto Construction
Jane E. Robb
James and Sue Robison
Skip and Shirley Rosenbloom & Family
Susan Savage
Michael Sentak and Dennis Mongeris
Bill Slaton and Kent Newton
Suzanne and John Taylor
Cynthia Van Horne
Susi* and A.J. Watson
Susan and Thomas Willoughby
John Woodling and Barbara Marcotte

### OPERATING ENDOWMENTS

**$5,000,000 and above**
- Joyce Nadine Rayle Teel Fund (2013)
- Masterpiece in the Making Endowment (2009)

**$500,000 – $4,999,999**
- Crocker Next Endowment (2018)
- E. Kendall Davis Fund (1988)
- Ellen Sherman Estate Fund (2019)

**$250,000 – $499,999**
- Nathan Hamilton Memorial Fund (2021)
- Dorothy and Norm Lien Fund (1999)
- Operating Fund Endowment (1988)

**$100,000 – $249,999**
- Christina Schulz Memorial Fund (2018)
- Kathryn Uhl Ball and Fred Uhl Ball Fund (2002)

**$50,000 – $99,999**
- Bill and Marty Campbell Fund (2006)
- Frank Pereira Trust (2018)
- Roger Sant and Doris Matsui Fund (2020)
- Setzer Fund (1994)
- Miles Treaster Memorial Fund (2013)

**$25,000 – $49,999**
- Sam and Nelda Hanson Fund (1989)
- Gloria and Vern Jones Fund (2001)
- McClatchy Newspaper Fund (2000)
- Paul and Susan Prudler Fund (2001)

**$24,999 and less**
- Max B. Besler Memorial Fund (2006)
- CAPS Fund (Crocker Art Players) (1988)
- Ted and Helen Chamberlain Fund (1988)
- Sandra and John Cook Fund (1988)
- Beth Farmery Fund (2005)
- Rick Frey and Margaret Kane Fund (2000)
- Carl P. and Eleanor W. Inderkum Endowment Fund (1989)
- Lial A. Jones Fund (2021)
- Rosie Kondos Fund (1993)
- Kay Lehr Fund (1998)
- John and Mary Alice Wallis Endowment (1999)

### RESTRICTED ENDOWMENTS

**$1,000,000 and above**

**$400,000 – $999,999**
- Marcy and Mort Friedman Acquisition Fund for Contemporary Art (2005)
- Alan Templeton Endowment (2010)

**$100,000 – $399,999**
- Alison and Eduardo Carrillo Fund (2019)
- Elynn Jean Tillford Claugas Estate (2006)
- Morton L. Friedman Exhibition Fund (2013)
- George and Bea Gibson Fund (1985)
- Lial A. Jones Art Acquisition Endowment (2020)
- Irving and Hela Norman Artists Fellowship Endowment (2008)
- Thomas P. Riley Education Fund (1988)

**$50,000 – $99,999**
- Rose Huckins Memorial Fund (1986)
- Anne and Malcolm McHenry Fund (2001)

**$25,000 – $49,999**
- Creative Arts League Fund (1994)
- Creative Arts League Fund Honoring Lois and David Warren (2004)
- Roy C. Rose Fund (2014)
- Paul Wonner and William Theophilus Brown Endowment Fund (2020)

**$24,999 and less**
- Nancelee Diggs Fund (1999)
- Michael Himovitz Fund (1994)
- Carolyn T. Marmaduke (2010)
- Shirley and Forrest Plant Fund (1988)
- F. M. Rowles Fund (1972)
- Ardis Templeton Fund (2011)

### GIFTS OF ART

- Robert E. Aichele
- Mary Ellen Anderson
- in memory of Aimee Jorgensen Anderson
- Edward F. and Noelle K. Angervine
- Anonymous
- Don Bachardy
- Charlotte Keusch Barkman
The Beekhuis Family Foundation
Nancy Bloch
Gregory Bottum
Samuel Brown
Ruth and Russell Burgess
The Family of Joan Snodgrass Callaway
Squeak Carnwath
Ron Casentini
Amy Teresa Chung
Robert Cocke
Robert T. Coffland
Darrell Corti in honor of Hiroko Ninomiya and the late Professor Casey Ninomiya
Christina Crosby and Martin Roysher
Guy Diehl in memory of Kelly Kathleen Beede
Sandra and Bram Dijkstra in honor of Scott A. Shields
Jack Fischer and Maritta Tapanainen
The Estate of Patricia W. Fitzpatrick
Anna Barbour Francis
Mark and Marjorie Friedman
Angela M. Gann* and John O. Gann*
Gregory Ghent
Mike Glad
Cynthia Gladen
The Estate of Glenda Goldwater
Raúl González
Debra Goodrich and Charles Wollitz
Nancy Goodrich and Robert Bassett from the Estate of Bruce and Phyllis Bassett
Jon Goethold and the Kohler Foundation, Inc.
Drs. Alan Grinnell and Feelie Lee
Rebecka and Donald J. Hagerty
Fern Henry and Bill Spurlock in memory of Doris Spurlock
Michael Heymann and Deborah Port
Stephanie Harwitz
Donna Ewald Huggins and Witherell's Barbara and William Hyland
Marilynn and Phil Isenberg
Ellen and Jimmy Isenson
Kathy and James Jakel
The Craig R. Johnson Family
Michael and Bethany Jost
Margery and Maurice Katz*
Eugenia and Kathleen King
Emily Leff and James L. Davis III
Robin Bailey Liebes
The Estate of Loren G. Lipson, M.D.
Hope and David Koch
Frank and Judith Marshall
Fred Martin
Scott McCue and Nikki Sacchi
Julia and Taylor Moore
The Nasko Family in honor of John F. and Rosanne R. Nasko
Arlene and Robert Oltman
Marianne B. and Arvid S. Peterson
Meghan and David Potter
Leta Ramos* in honor of Mel Ramos*
The Estate of Jean Reynolds
Lydia E. Ringwald
Joseph Rodota
Diane Rosenstein Gallery in honor of Jay Kvapil
Rose Roven
Jeffrey Ruda
The Paul Rusconi Family Trust
The Sacramento Metropolitan Arts Commission
Fred and Marjorie Schaefer
Ralph and Nancy Segall
Monica J. Shilling
Kenneth Shure and Liv Rockefeller
Gary Smith and David Ligare
James Snidle
Jack Soman
Tom Souris and Susan Eleuterio
Thomas B. Stiles II and Barbara Alexander Stiles
Sidney Swidler
Textile Arts Inc.
Don Treadway
Susan and Richard Ulevitch
The Cleland and Katherine Whitton Family
The Winfield Family
The Wise Family
The Estate of Marcia A. Yamamoto

*Deceased
†Funds have had additional principal contributions made between July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021.

Ruth Asawa (American, 1962–2013), Untitled, ca. 1965
Galvanized steel wire, 42 x 42 x 12 in. Crocker Art Museum, loan from anonymous

Copper wire, oxidized patina, 16 x 20 x 20 in. Crocker Art Museum, loan from anonymous